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 · 

July 15th, 2022
.
Good Friday Morning,
May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always in our 
Minds, on our Tongues, and in our Hearts.
Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us! 
.
.
.
Index Number 1588:
.
.
.
[Added later:

I discovered where that ‘comment wrapper’I discuss below should 
have gone - I forgot to add a Studio-B video that she made with more 
history of how the evil-Feminists have warped history, I will include it 
tomorrow, but you can get a peek if you go to that directory at my
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Indexed...
/Index%20Number%201588 ]
.
.
.
.
This morning's prayers and meditations were productive and I am left 
with the fading remains of all the aspects I could and would share, 
along with the Meta-and-micro connections and the patterns which 
must extend up-and-down and repeated in variations in all other 
directions, but where to start?
.
I did have a strange impression that I should include my old video of 
me playing with my cat using the radio-controlled toy truck that I 
kept for my son when he visited – which the State and his mother put 
a stop too, or should I say that on reasonable reflection I though the 
probable death of a number of people including myself – or extended 
jail time – was going to be the likely result of confronting the evil-
State that she was using to punish me for trying to love her and him, 
the State - an Evil-Bear that was dragging my son away to torture and 
torment and destroy him while I was forced to watch – a constant 
horror show as he was forced and conditioned to hate and despise 
me – the Father and pattern of Manhood which was in my reality 
forced to grovel and craw on belly to see him and try to love and 
share some life with him .. of course he would come to be disgusted 
and by extension his on sex with no other men in his life not doing 
the same to whatever degree they being forced too in this howling 
vile Level of Hell.
.
The alternative is the likely death of some or if I was really engaged – 
many many many and you (do you think it would be pure fools that 
would be unwilling to See what might have been with any motivate 
father, let the horrors you might consider only be limited by your 
intelligence and God's Mercy .. World Wide nuke Death be not your 
Limits!) 
.
.. but of whom would suffer & die. Would it be any or all the older 
women and Witches of the 15 or so inter-related and connected 
families that rule this Hell? Would they be somehow delivered to me - 
tied to poles and in public after a speak of the wages of sin and 
harming fatherhood and families, spreading sin and death and 
damnation .. I would machete them to death?
.
.. I doubt that could be managed. 
.
No. It would be some poor bastards like me – fathers likely just 
making ends-meet doing what would and should have been a Service 
to God, Nation, Self & Neighbors and perhaps more (depending on 
their engagement with the Sacred) should have been but because of 
the Sicken State of our Elites and their Masters – even the judges in 
similar situation as the enforces unless they Witches or direct family 
of them - each in the back of their minds thinking that if they stop 
doing this sometimes clearly evil but secularly required that the 
women they devoted their life, sweat, tears, extra hours away working, 
.. she would stab him in the back and take the children and Rape to 
death – perhaps – everyone using the very Tool-of-Evil that he was a 
begrudging part of .. 
.
.. because after all he was not one of those who enjoyed such – like 
he knows of – the ones who get the powerless homeless men like this 
poor sap (meaning me) will surely end as unless he bend over, being 
Satanically Raped with some Strap-on by every cnt-Witch connected 
to the Gov and related (Medical, counseling,..) while watching his son 
tortured and twisted and made to spit and curse him for being born 
and the wife more and more twisted like the poor sad women who kill 
their babies and face a life of denial and twisted grief and pain – and 
she will always has his son which she will – almost must – punish in 
small and large ways for her and the father of his mistakes – likely 
never realizing that while she was doing what she thought was good 
and right all along was evil-Programmed into her (and him, and us all) 
from the crib and designed to end in horror, sins, deaths, torment, 
suffering, .. the Witch-Spells Spoken and Shouted everyday and lived 
out from every Major Institution and Social situation now so Female-
Evil Poisoned that little less then God's Direct Hand in something like 
a Real pandemic kill most women at and post menopause for at least 
100 years to remove the Soul-Sicked and Soul-Sicking Evil they Breath 
on themselves and everything they touch or even think about – the 
Vagina-god Satan deep within filling their twisted VagFeelies full of 
lies and future cause of evil and horror in each Demon-Mother's 
whisper within.
.
So, instead I will suggest that you can make the best of the pieces you 
have – that your children have effective Died, as they would only ever 
suffer the Understanding when you are long gone – as I do with my 
father(s) – and the Burden if you allow (of regrets and what could-
have-beens.)
.
And perhaps worry that all those who are responsible for removing 
fathers and replacing with Vagina-god Satan to raise and protect 
them will be Judge and Suffer the Burning of all the different Sins and 
Multiverses of Horrors their evil has and will and Always Is – Hosting 
many many many versions of those children included repeated day 
where he dies on the side of some country road in agony calling to 
'God' as a hazy rational idea rarely contemplated and mostly poo-
pooed - and for his father. The hazy memory of his Joys as a child 
with his love suddenly fresh in his mind, along with the guilt he never 
tried to communicate with him – even after he became an adult and 
the State could not regulate such.
.
What would he remember – that those many many would be forced 
to repeatable suffer with his mental, spiritual, and physical Agony on 
that side of road?
.
Perhaps things like ..
.
“tommy-destroys-block-city”
by Steve2Work 
https://youtu.be/8ncM9--HX0I
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../tommy-destroys-block-
city.mp4
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https://www.dropbox.com/.../Indexed...
https://youtu.be/8ncM9--HX0I
https://www.dropbox.com/.../tommy-destroys-block-


city.mp4
[ https://www.dropbox.com/.../tommy-destroys-block-city.mp4]

.

.. and you might think unmercifully that such clearly Satanically hyper-
empowered people who would destroy so many lives and society 
should suffer such bitter-sweet deep absences and understanding of 
those sins they caused – the God's Will Rending and Warping that fills 
all our lives, that why should Jesus along Suffer with him such, that 
should not all those in power in the world that played a significant roll 
in such common horror and sins all Burn in the Infinite Hells the 
played an active or even passive supportive roll, feeling all those 
children's pains as they silently scream being ripped apart – sensing 
their mother and her active participation – from what must be saved 
for the pit of hell the Betrayal of a loved being, .. but if so then that Pit 
must be packed with mostly women.
.
.. No, such would be unMerciful and very foolish.
.
'.. Let he who is sinless cast the first stone ..'
.
Even an outline of the Model of the Holy should inform anyone the 
Fear & Awe of God is the path to Wisdom and that the Scriptures 
should be followed and our children taught to follow them regardless 
that we can not understand even a fraction of Why .. we like little 
children instructed and sometime correct to stay away from the road 
.. when we look it is always clear of cars, and each car is driven by 
someone who would surely stop and not hit them .. if they could think 
even that .. a place to chase a ball or the dog through?
.
.
Instead we should always move towards Better [Holy] Forgiveness of 
others - Saint Maria Goretti, Pray for Us!
.
.
So I present that video as an example of how to not kill and self-
destruct, that the evil-State and those in real control are not a simple 
and relative RELATIVELY harmless wild hungry bear dragging away 
your child to eat, that most any father would likely attack bare-
handed and be safer .. that killing even hundreds of fathers and 
potential fathers, and-or bombing and killing those in court systems 
around the West, .. and such - it would Always Serve the evil-Zionist 
Witches, and even if you managed to kill them – Satan would be 
Served and you Damned to Suffer – except by the Grace and Mercy of 
God - all those Multiverses of fatherless (and motherless) children, 
lovers and spouses gone and the emptiness and regrets, along with 
the physical pains – those are little over Eternity compared to the 
emotional and spiritual Suffering that Endures .. those will still Ache in 
your soul long after you are used to having every nerve in and on our 
body on fire, deep bones, organs, skin, eyes .. eyes seeing horrors that 
seem to never end, .. if it were only the physical Burning you could 
feel Blessed to Serve so simply and little.
.
.
Okay, about the cat video – something the Witches at YouTube would 
now likely want to make up a reason to ban as well as Shadow-Ban – 
and a good example of how to adapt to the over-arching Horror of a 
#CntHell ruled by evil-Zionist anti-Logos Vagina-god Satan 
Worshiping Witch-Matriarchy ruling families who have placed evil-
Programming into you and everyone you love or could have loved 
and everyone else – most bent on crushing your testicles and 
laughing at your pain (#NotAll!) ..
.
“Cat_rcTruck_full.MOV”
by Steve2Work 
https://youtu.be/jYX5oUjzXYM
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../uro7.../Cat-rcTruck-
full.MOV.mp4
[ https://www.dropbox.com/.../uro7.../Cat-rcTruck-full.MOV.mp4]

.

.

.
May this be a Blessing to you, and us all. [And all our Futures, and 
future Multiverse Pasts.]
.
.
.
.
And now to what I jumbled together yesterday that I thought was 
worth sharing – if you have the time and interest of what the Shape of 
this Reality I (we) seem to be in – in this corner of the Multiverse.
.
.
.
.
Some good general coverage of this evil-Zionist destroying now 
#GreatSatan Empire, ..
.
“CrossTalk | West in Crisis”
by RT, 13 July 2022
https://rumble.com/v1c3oar-crosstalk-west-in-crisis.html
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../CrossTalk%20-%20West%20in...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/8khv3amqr8443dw
/CrossTalk%20-%20West%20in%20Crisis%20-%20d3m0e.haa.mp4]
.
.
.
.
Some information you are not likely to see from the evil-Zionist Agent 
filled and controlled media or big-tech or gov mentioned.
.
This man is honored by many evil-Zionist Witches because he helped 
do exactly what they want, and now one of many given Billions of our 
tax dollars to expand such horrors. Part of the 14,000 mostly civilians 
murdered, tortured, and killed in Eastern Ukraine between the 2014 
NATO-CIA-DeepState Soros Zionist funded & pushed Color 
Revolution overthrowing the democratically elected Ukrainian Gov .. 
until Russia moved to stop it.
.
Such people and their Agents like this man have twisted much of the 
West in Cheering the torturing-to-death of babies and the warping 
and Sickening of Womanhood – why would this surprise anyone?, ..
.
“New recruit? | Kiev frees notorious warlord sentenced for torture in 
Donbass”
by RT, 13 July 2022 
https://rumble.com/v1c3rrf-new-recruit-kiev-frees...
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Kiev%20frees%20notorious...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/bi0yzxujfumjmna
/Kiev%20frees%20notorious%20warlord%20sentenced%20for%20tort
ure%20in%20Donbass%20-%20l9n0e.haa.mp4]
.
.
.. this news and information not covered by evil-Zionist Satanic media, 
and from a source that has been band and censored across much of 
the West because of best coverage for the evil-Zionist directed NATO 
driven Ukraine-Russia war.
.
.
.
.
I do not visit 'Wheelbarrow Jimmy' enough, I think. 
.
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Here is another example of how he is so much better – him – self 

proclaimed 'Pot-head jack-off comedian in his garage' – then almost 
all the main-stream media (because he is not being overwhelmingly 
controlled by evil-Zionist owned & controlled corpDragon evil-filled 
directions, like most of those employees are oppressed by – some 
support such, of course so not oppressed but active Satanic-Tools.)
.
The evil-Zionist Genocide of Western 'souless goys' and non-family 
plans are advancing .. but are They worrying that it is not fast enough 
to reach Their goals?, ..
.
“Global Death Rates Are Skyrocketing! Why?”
by The Jimmy Dore Show 
https://youtu.be/mMtHlucxKos
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Global%20Death%20Rates%20Are...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/r9ueo4z5ttupzma
/Global%20Death%20Rates%20Are%20Skyrocketing
%21%20Why.mp4]
.
.
.. I stopped following that Nurse' Educator John - in that he is 
intentionally not making the larger connections about the Plandemic, 
too worried to go into it, or incompetently not able .. some people 
are chronically focused – I know I would like him, and as a neighbor 
would be fine as long as you kept some perspective related to why he 
seemed to go along with the Frauds and horrors .. although he did 
address  some mental issues cause by [needless - medically useless] 
masks children forced to wear, so he is good about some things .. 
limited things. No a 'bigger picture guy' or unwilling to be.
(I go back-and-forth on the possible internal State which produces 
the Persona we faced-with for John.)
.
.
.
Are you enjoying your wage increases yet?
.
What, you are not!? - We All now sliding into poverty - unlike the last 
time Inflation was this bad?

.. After the constant chronic and systematic wage-suppression and 
destruction of the Nation and families and potential fathers' ability to 
support since R. Reagan was Elected (1980 PATCO Union Breakup 
giving a clear signal to corpDragons that it was their turn – with gov 
assistance – to crush us into hand-to-mouth serfs begging to take 
constant Rape to not loose the medical insurgence or home because 
of Usury Debt-Enslavement most-all were under ..
(after Signing the CA #NoFaultDivorse law as Governor that spread 
like Death-Fog over all the West, murdering families and souls, 
undermining society and us all – an extension of the systematic plan 
modeled after what they tested on the Black Communities in the early 
1960, complete with later bringing (CIA in 1960s) Drug access and 
availability – to the middle class .. how many deaths last year from 
Over-Doses?, or are mostly potential fathers .. now raised fatherless 
twisted into self-hating own-testicle crushing Vagina-god Satan 
worshiping unemployed, many homeless under constant pain and 
suffering ingrained in them by the horrors who raised them and 
educated them...)
.
Are you glad for the Billions the evil-Zionist Witches' Agents sending 
our taxes and debt to increase world-wide Horror, War, Sin, Death, 
and Hell abroad, as well as here at home?, ..
.
“Tucker Carlson: This is shameful”
by Fox News 
https://youtu.be/LEO1xVdLXQ0
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Tucker%20Carlson%20This%20is...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/aj6c6oyquwiyfpf
/Tucker%20Carlson%20This%20is%20shameful.mp4]
.
.
.
.
VagFeelies hyper-empowered – so easily warped into the Soul 
Sickened and Sickening Womanhood and Motherhood who are being 
used by there Masters' evil-Zionist Witches to destroy nearly 
everything they touch and empowered to destroy., ..
.
A real Patriot – God Bless Former CIA programmer Joshua Schulte!
.
It is because of that information that anyone charged with computer 
related crimes can creditably argue innocence because those Horrors 
have developed ways to take control – plant files – and send or make 
it look like they sent something .. individuals and also 'Russian-
Hackers' – all with legally enforced Dark-Laws that make (although 
actively willing) corpDragons such as MicroSoft, Apple, and all the 
CPU and computer, network, .. board .. manufacturers to allow access 
through & into systems at the VM CPU level on up.
.
Let us all be a 'whistle blower' on how Satan in this #CntHell has 
installed Demonic Directed Oppression access into our our souls from 
the crib, not the least in the Demonic-Crack-Head-Granny-in-Law 
voice of censorship and oppression that Big-Tech and this #CntHell
Witch-Matriarchy society 'Woke' evil-Programming is doing to us and 
our loved .. that does to our soul, mind, emotions, .. what the CIA, FBI, 
#DeepState, local Witch-Matriarchy employees and minions in police, 
University Computer Centers, network-communications companies .. 
the evil-Zionist Agents now [can] do to our computers.
.
“Ex-CIA programmer convicted of ‘brazen’ data leak to WikiLeaks”
by RT, 14 July 2022
https://rumble.com/v1c947d-ex-cia-programmer-convicted-of...
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Ex-CIA%20programmer...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/rqhcl47cjcb1bsh/Ex-
CIA%20programmer%20convicted%20of%20%E2%80%98brazen
%E2%80
%99%20data%20leak%20to%20WikiLeaks%20-%20j2k1e.caa.mp4]
.
.
.. exactly when will an unbiased person decide that the average 
women is not really Human, or if is – has become Demonically 
controlled and vile, vicious, horrors – a Curse to themselves and all 
she touches?
.
Another Three evil-Zionist manipulated Generations? Two?
.
[I am quickly editing before publication and without rewatching this 
video I am confused why I have 'wrapped' this video with these 
warnings of Female-Evil expressed .. besides that almost everything 
could and maybe should today be 'wrapped' in such .. perhaps it was 
intended for the following video?
.
.. on the side – I think it is clear to men and women with eyes-to-see 
that Islam has a very valid point about treating womanhood more as 
likely vile vicious lying vindictive delusional-psychic F-ing horrors 
ready to destroy everything they touch if given the power or 
responsibility .. magnitudes beyond what an average man would or 
could do .. I think this Horror-Show we all living through in the West 
makes that pretty clear, better to drink Poison after killing the rest of 
your family and every one else to save them from the horror of 
Female-Evil unrestrained by [Orthodox Abrahamic] Virtue, Limits, and 
Corrections.

https://youtu.be/mMtHlucxKos
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.
https://youtu.be/LEO1xVdLXQ0
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.
https://rumble.com/v1c947d-ex-cia-programmer-convicted-of...
https://www.dropbox.com/.../Ex-CIA%20programmer...
https://www.dropbox.


.

Not raised, judged, and self-regulated by the virtues that male [were 
once] raised to .. hard to argue world better they not Gone .. 
especially once they accelerate in Festering, Rotting, and Vomiting 
Poison far-and-wide with the power of entire families enslaved by 
their putrid Satanic evil .. after menopause. (#NotAll!)
.
.. and may God have Mercy on us all .. because and for anyone who 
can not yet Understand that!]
.
.
.
.
What kind of society, father, male and family hating evil-Feminist are 
you?, ..
.
“Studio B plans and fundraising”
by Studio B 
https://youtu.be/yFAp6M6SZ9w
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Studio%20B%20plans%20and...
[ https://www.dropbox.com/.../Studio%20B%20plans%20and...]
.
.
.
.
Much more then 60 Million because we lead the way and made main-
stream  the standard of the legal torturing-to-death of 100,000 babies 
everyday world-wide from an evil-Zionist pushed coveted Satanic 
worship into a 'Western' standard of sexual liberty.
.
“Capitol Hill Testimony: "SCOTUS' Decision in Dobbs Corrects a 50-
Year Wrong" | EWTN News Nightly
by EWTN 
https://youtu.be/pTk4Ai3MXJw
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Capitol%20Hill%20Testimony...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/fpxog4r68b6bb17
/Capitol%20Hill%20Testimony%20SCOTUS-%20Decision%20in%20Do
bbs%20Corrects%20a%2050-
Year%20Wrong%20EWTN%20News%20Nightly.mp4]
.
.
.. what is next? – the 'right' for men to torture and kill anyone 
inconvenient?
.
I should phrase it - hold captive torture rape and murder 
inconvenient people? .. to make if comparable.
.
.
.
.
Excellent – Robert Barnes in current-event discussion!
.
About the engineered mess that is intending and actually destroying 
our – and Western – society, spreading Poverty, Sickness, Starvation, 
Sin, Evil, War, Death and horror as per the evil-Zionist Witch 
Globalists' plans., ..
.
“Biden is sinking the US economy w/Robert Barnes (Live)”
by The Duran 
https://youtu.be/Umc4MRhHg1o
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Biden%20is%20sinking%20the...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/53pym6ffaa9fygb
/Biden%20is%20sinking%20the%20US%20economy%20wRobert%20
Barnes%20-Live-.mp4]
.
.
.
.
Illegal Alien rapes a 10 year old girl, and why was that covered-over?, 
..
.
“Media Goes DEAD SILENT on Rape of 10-Year-Old Who Got 
Pregnant After Something is Revealed”
by The Red Elephants - Vincent James 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/6T73Nsrtyk3D
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Media%20Goes%20DEAD%20SILENT...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/fs1jyjs2aii8zpp
/Media%20Goes%20DEAD%20SILENT%20on%20Rape%20of%2010-
Year-Old%20-%206T73Nsrtyk3D.mp4]
.
.
.
.
John and James together .. too much for the internet - making it 
snap-crackle-pop!
.
If you have not been reading John Waters then it might be a little 
hard to follow. He is involved in a lawsuit connected to the Covid-19 
issues, and after years he is still fighting for justice – unelected gov 
officials (in Administrative State) make rules that come into effect and 
hurt everyone and after years in courts those injured still unresolved.
.
And more., ..
.
“John Waters #9”
by James Collins IRELAND 
https://youtu.be/Rys_ZpvqpGs
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../wgi4oco...
/John%20Waters%209.mp4
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/wgi4ocotlxhwqrk
/John%20Waters%209.mp4]
.
.
.
.
A warming story that should Inspire .. poor woman – such scars are 
wide and deep in this Satanic Directed Western Society – and an evil-
Zionist Satanic designed part of the destruction of womanhood and 
what is left Good or potentially so – in our lives and societies., ..
.
“Dr Marshall challenges pro "choice" woman at coffee shop”
by Dr Taylor Marshall 
https://youtu.be/Irh6tS2df00
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Dr%20Marshall%20challenges...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/vm1bv4a2whfqx7l
/Dr%20Marshall%20challenges%20pro%20choice%20woman%20at%
20coffee%20shop.mp4]
.
.
.
.
I am absolutely fine with this! 
.
Good for her! – and good for such a Juliana Delinquent so called 
'child'. 
This is not an action against her alone, but disrespecting everyone 
watching.
.
Why are their parents not facing the same – in public – and twice to 
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Why are their parents not facing the same – in public – and twice to 
his mother and once to her mother and any aunts if he is fatherless.

.
“Pakistani reporter slaps heckling child in the face live on air”
by RT, 13 July 2022 
https://rumble.com/v1c4a3r-pakistani-reporter-slaps...
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Pakistani%20reporter%20slaps...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/chu1wwyx54iz7a3
/Pakistani%20reporter%20slaps%20heckling%20child%20in%20the%2
0face%20live%20on%20air%20-%20NWt0e.gaa.mp4]
.
.
.
.
More Thinking-Ape's Musings., ..
.
“Just Get Off The Internet...Bruh”
by Thinking-Ape
https://youtu.be/5-J_9i2zD7s
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Just%20Get%20Off%20The...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/7ikwksbwpr8ezik
/Just%20Get%20Off%20The%20Internet...Bruh.mp4]
.
.
.
.
Another interview, an older researcher with some experience that 
might be good to hear.
Like the older [researchers] the details might be faded, but the actual 
content about older science research and stories are often more 
valuable to those who are in the field and know most of the material, 
then the actual science provide.
.
Good – self deception is covered .. Prof. Gad Saad – another 
researcher I often include - touches on this subject. Advantages. 
Other useful things.
.
The self-deception information may provide insights into how we 
allow Demonic influences into our souls – as well as other more 
obvious advantages to the application, of course.
.
I remember reading a paper about how some bats would return to 
their home and give their food (blood) to other bats in group that did 
not eat - and the argument on how this was justifiable in general 
health of entire nests. I believe they used infer-red cameras in cave(s) 
to do some of the measurements – those return full of blood where 
brighter, and the sharing could be detected – the red-shifts related to 
calories being burned also.
.. Sometimes these aspects such as 'sharing' are counter intuitive until 
you expand the Scope of effects., ..
.
“Biology and Man | Robert Trivers and Dr Jordan B Peterson”
By Jordan B Peterson 
https://youtu.be/XuS1yO64tDg
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Biology%20and%20Man%20Robert...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/1r4mc0mptowq17f
/Biology%20and%20Man%20Robert%20Trivers%20and%20Dr%20Jor
dan%20B%20Peterson.mp4]
.
.
.. Sources, ..
.
Robert Trivers' Paper: 
https://roberttrivers.com/Publications.../Trivers%201971.pdf
---
.
Books:
https://roberttrivers.com/Books.html
.
Publications:
https://roberttrivers.com/Publications.html
.
.
Time | Subject
[0:00] Intro 
[1:50] Reciprocal Altruism 
[9:41] Why Focus On Morality Issues? 
[12:34] Reciprocal Altruism and Society 
[16:35] Robert Trivers' First Paper and Initial Research 
[19:13] Competition and Cooperation 
[20:22] Deception and Self-Deception 
[22:57] Cues of Deception 
[23:41] Robert Trivers' Loss of Short Term Memory 
[25:05] An Example of Passive Self-Deception 
[33:41] The Complexity of Confrontation 
[35:48] The Danger of Undermining a Core Belief 
[37:51] How Depressive Thinking Cascades 
[39:00] Thoughts on Suicide and Prison 
[43:43] Crafting a Deception 
[47:20] There Is No Decent Place to Stand in a Massacre 
[48:16] Genuine Victims and Reducing Vulnerability 
[52:24] Distinguishing Competence from Power 
[56:11] Self-Deception as an Adaptive Strategy 
[58:47] Is there an Optimal Strategy? 
[59:56] Female Selection 
[1:03:27] Mimicry as a Form of Deception 
[1:11:06] Defining a Narcissist 
[1:12:55] Psychopathy in the General Population 
[1:18:45] Rivers' Thoughts on Donald Trump 
[1:29:08] Nepotism and Psychopathy 
[1:32:24] The Biological Evolution of Homosexuality 
[1:37:27] Homophobia and Homosexual Arousal 
[1:39:06] Defining a Narcissist, Revisited 
[1:41:10] Manic Excitability 
[1:45:29] Closing Comments 
.
.
.
.
Another of Jonathan's Symbolic World interview.
.
I am only about a 3 rd through, and hope to return soon. This topic – 
and most his work – has Meta-and-Mirco aspects and insights to it.
.
“Beyond Materialism: The Matter With Things | with Dr. Iain 
McGilchrist”
by Jonathan Pageau 
https://youtu.be/QyBXqcgLAXs
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/.../Beyond%20Materialism%20The...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/xq85k85hscmh1qo
/Beyond%20Materialism%20The%20Matter%20With%20Things%20wi
th%20Dr.%20Iain%20McGilchrist.mp4]
.
.
Time | Subject
00:00:00 - Coming up next... 
00:00:57 - Intro music 
00:01:23 - Introduction 
00:02:27 - Dr. Mcgilchrist's work 
00:05:07 - Context and analogy 
00:08:00 - The obsession with artificial intelligence 

https://rumble.com/v1c4a3r-pakistani-reporter-slaps...
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.
https://youtu.be/5-J_9i2zD7s
https://www.dropbox.com/.../Just%20Get%20Off%20The...
https://www.dropbox.
https://youtu.be/XuS1yO64tDg
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.
https://rober
https://rober
https://rober
https://youtu.be/QyBXqcgL
https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.


00:08:00 - The obsession with artificial intelligence 
00:09:22 - Understanding the medieval vision 

00:19:25 - The Western medieval spirit 
00:20:09 - The Renaissance and participation 
00:22:41 - Participation and transformation 
00:25:51 - Parts and wholes 
00:27:41 - What's the way forward? 
00:33:37 - Imitation vs virtue, religious vs irreligious 
00:37:39 - Plato and the body in Christianity 
00:42:53 - Panentheism and the apophatic vision 
00:46:36 - Science and its betrayal 
00:48:10 - Physicists in the 20th century 
00:50:26 - Procreation and the process of creation 
00:54:44 - What advice would you give? 
00:58:20 - The magic of attending 
.
.
.
.
Another one! I should send him a request for a different story to do .. 
but which one – one I want done and that he could find enough easy 
material connected to Philosophy. 
.. my elevator is suppose to be fixed later today (Friday) so many be I 
will go get a lottery ticket and if I win I could Fund a few specific 
books – as well as consider sponsoring a rhinoceros milking and 
riding ( jousting!) farm up-north .. 
.
(Real Vermont Rhinoceros Cheese, and a house for Big animal Vet 
learning .. I suppose a few elephants to take riders and hunter silently 
through the marshes and use as tracker-like as they do in India – drag 
logs for fire-wood and such, and a few cows would be needed then .. 
for the Vets to learn on, and I suppose once you have all that then a 
dog, .. then a wife, and house full of children would be needed .. 
perhaps one of the Vets might be interested .. perhaps – but I think I 
will be too medically-Wasted or dead by then. (Cancer likely. 
Something with a clear end-point not far away – whatever it is, Praise 
God!) I could Fund a book or too and many endow towards that end 
– though. I would like to help big mama raise some baby rhinos – 
who would not?!), ..
.
“Philip K Dick, Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep | Rachel Rosen, 
Nexus-6 Android”
by Gregory B. Sadler 
https://youtu.be/IQqcKm8rVEo
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Philip%20K%20Dick
%2C%20Do...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/qzfk3hljlfwyaf8/Philip%20K%20Dick
%2C%20Do%20Androids%20Dream%20of%20Electric%20Sheep%20R
achel%20Rosen%2C%20Nexus-6%20Android.mp4]
.
.
.
For example. (Continued from comment in last video.)
.
Someone would have to teach them to be ridden (and for Jousting) 
and make easier & trusting for milking - for the Real Vermont 
Rhinoceros Cheese - and for handling next generation of their babies, 
..
.
“Baby Rhino Practicing Charging and Playing Compilation”
by/under Animals are Awesome 
https://youtu.be/lm2FBAr1Nek
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Baby%20Rhino%20Practicing...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/h7ghq3i1f8a4902
/Baby%20Rhino%20Practicing%20Charging%20and%20Playing%20C
ompilation.mp4]
.
.
.
.
May God have Mercy on us all.
.
.
.
.
PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..
-- -- --
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid02erRtHMMDFMkgQjrDn9bPdGpChFLuAi3J92npPKWVGFNZt
8CAAJTVMZHLUgPmoopjl
Archived: [Facebook Blocked] 
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/8rzgu33ya4k51f0
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201
587%20%2C%20July%2014th%2C%202022
%2C%20Thursday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork. substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1587]
Archived: https://archive.ph/mX0pR
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/fctpooofv0s3ml8
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201587%20%2C
%20July%2014th%2C%202022%2C%20Thursday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1394314240025694227
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108645817732106619
Archived: https://archive.ph/YvOOP
July 14th, 2022, Index Number 1587:
-- -- --
.
.
.
.
Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 30June2022) – 2 
parts; the posts, comments, images, and more that are not yet 
Censored .. 
-- --
Part1: https://www.dropbox.com/.../facebook-%20for%20public%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/ehm0bsa9ki7xb7a
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-%20StevenWork%2030%20June%20
2022%202%20of%202.zip]
.
Part2: https://www.dropbox.com/.../facebook-%20for%20public%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/9lqygvbxgdhwmnm
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-%20StevenWork%2030%20June%20
2022%201%20of%202.zip]
-- --
.
.
Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..
https://www.dropbox.com/.../937.../AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a
[ https://www.dropbox .com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a]
.
PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more) Facebook 
Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox directory here, ..
https://www.dropbox.com/.../sdn.../AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa
[ https://www.dropbox. com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa]
.
.
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https://www.dropbox.
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https://www.dropbox.
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https://stevenwork
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https://www.dropbox.
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1394314240025694227
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https://www.dropbox.
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https://www.dropbox.


.

.
Links to this Post and others related:
https://stevenwork.substack.com/.../multiverse-journal...
[ https://stevenwork. substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1588]
Archived: https://archive.ph/goCbD
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Facebook%20Multiverse...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/voj9isuh1dp3qxy
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201
588%20%2C%20July%2015th%2C%202022
%2C%20Friday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0387gbM1o8xG2SfxGV7tHU5bU1cebJ9npWbMKL3T4dztmno
aADYVALPrnMB7HSAGTFl [Facebook’s disOrdering URL]
Archived: [Facebook Blocked] 
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/.../Multiverse%20Journal%20...
[ https://www.dropbox. com/s/iyk59wctbeqksq6
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201588%20%2C
%20July%2015th%2C%202022%2C%20Friday%20Morning.pdf]
-
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1394700942628098053
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108651766828659830
Archived: https://archive.ph/GaqoC
.
.
[Spacer for PDF printing]
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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Referenced Here:

/pfbid02krV1axcFUqdv74hQ5gCRPeqbREanQUU7JtoxFA3P
 [Facebook’s disOrdering 

URL]
Archived: [Facebook Blocked]
DropBox: 
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Nu

%2C%20Saturday%20Morning.pdf
-

Archived: 
DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/wc3y5q6ao3ygdjf
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%20158

%2C%20Saturday%20Morning.pdf
-
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